


Everyone wants to get their hands on 
a Risograph to experiment and see 
how their own work might translate 
on to this mythical printing machine. 
But what is it?





It looks like a photocopier.



It functions on the stencil method of 
printing, much like silk screen printing.
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The printing process 
Executed by Riso Fellows 
> A contrast-y image is placed on the 
scanning bed or PDF on the computer.  
> From that, the master for one color 
is made.  
> Anywhere from one to hundreds of 
prints can be created from that master 
in a very short period of time. 
> A new master is made for every 
color in the design. 



This is what it looks like when your 
sheet goes through the machine.

Gif by Hato Press



The image below required the sheet to 
go through the machine 2 times. 

Design by Conrad Crespin



So how do you print? 



First— 
Try not to overthink it. The Riso  
is actually a very basic method  
of printing. It’s just one color gets  
printed at a time, so it requires  
a little planning!



Start with some idea of which colors you 
would like to use.  

Once you have sketched your ideas  
and know the final concept, design/
illustrate each color on its own 
sheet of paper or digital layer. 

Photographs will automatically be 
turned to greyscale by the machine,  
but you can improve your results by 
converting them and adjusting the  
levels for more contrast.



Tips 
The better the contrast, the better the 
reproduction will be. 
Check the color guide in the lab to 
see how colors mix to make new ones. 
Be prepared for unexpected results. 
This is not a precise printer. 
Large areas of color should be set 
to 80% black (to save ink) 



You must supply your own paper. 





Colors available at PSU: 
Fluoro Pink  
Fluoro Orange 
Bright Red (currently unavailable) 
Sunflower 
Yellow  
Green  
Mist 
Cornflower Blue  
Indigo  
Black  



Of course color mixing/overlapping 
allows for an almost infinite number 
of color options. 

From Risograph Color Sciences Multi-pack by Ryan Cecil Smith





> 





Here’s some work made by students 
and faculty at PSU. 

























Printing in the Rad Lab: 
1. Supply your artwork on paper or  
  external drive to the Riso Fellow. 

2. They will create an estimate for you. 
3. If you agree, they will charge you. 
4. They will print the job. 
Please allow ample time for printing—
especially if you are printing for an assignment 
that other students are required to print for. 
This is not an immediate process. 



Rad Lab: Annex 170 
psu.gd/riso 


